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1.0 Introduction

Music is an inexhaustible resource. 

It has a life of its own, totally independent of who creates it. A song can travel the world; it can be enjoyed 

by all people in an infinite number of ways while continuing to live long after the person who wrote it passes 

away.

Popular pieces of music can generate enormous amounts of revenue for (almost) ever. If you think about it, 

how much has the catalog of Beethoven or Bach made over the millennia? Or how much money does Jimi 

Hendrix’s music make every year? Better yet, for whom?

For much of modern history, access to music was monetized in the form of physical records and CDs, which 

only the labels and the record store industry could create and distribute. The majority of the revenue went to 

these ‘gatekeepers’ and forced most artists into unfavorable contracts that further solidified the industry’s 

control. Then, in the mid-1990s, as the Internet steadily increased access to all types of digital media, the 

record industry lost its monopoly over this access. MP3s and file-sharing protocols, such as Napster, created 

unlimited access with no opportunity to retain ownership or collect royalties. Eventually, the only solution was 

to make everything available via streaming at such a low cost that, once again, what little revenue is created 

ends up at the top. In the midst of all of this, the music holds its value - eternally - in the songs themselves. 

You don’t like your favorite song less because it’s free, do you? That’s value.  

The value is and has always been in the music.

The rights to most music are owned by corporations in our current music industry. Blockchain technology 

can reverse this trend. The artist can control both the sales and the distribution of their music by using 

smart contracts to bind access and revenue of the music into non-fungible tokens (NFTs). The rights remain 

solely with the artist. In the unique case provided by NFTs, the market forces of supply and demand let the 

songs generate and reflect their true value at any point like assets, which can be bought, sold, and traded by 

anyone. Only this time, everyone shares in the value of the music. 

If channeled correctly, the value of music can even be an economic force for social change.

Now is the time to create a new marketplace. One that harnesses music’s value for the artist, the fans,

and the world.

1.0
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2.0 Overview 

Problem:

The current music streaming paradigm has created a centralized marketplace where most of the wealth 

generated by music is funneled into corporations. This robs the world of the real economic power of music. 

 

Solution: 

 1. Create a new streaming marketplace for music, where artists can tokenize the access to their music  

  into NFTs that can be sold to fans at rates and quantities they decide. By allowing musicians to  

  become their own ‘record labels’ and providing them with a marketplace, artists can finally have control  

  over the access to and distribution of their music. 

 2. Create a token economy built around the value of music sold on the platform that both artists and fans  

  can utilize to interact, build community and generate new revenue streams.

This will reorganize how music is monetized and will spread the value of the song to both the creators and 

their supporters.

2.0
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3.0 The Open Music Exchange

3.1 Tokenizing Music.

Blockchains have enabled a rapid new trend in finance and commerce with their ability to facilitate and 

monitor the value and utility of the tokens minted on them. With the emergence of NFTs, it’s now possible to 

combine these technologies to change how music is bought, sold, and distributed.

When an artist uploads their music on the Open Music Exchange (OME), they are given full control over every 

aspect of sharing their music. This includes the price and quantity of NFTs they mint per song or per album, 

as well as any additional perks or qualities they wish to endow upon the NFT. In the same way, a record label 

could press millions of copies of an album while also pressing a limited edition run of unique box sets or 

collectible rarities, artists now have the ability to do this at a fraction of the cost in the form of NFTs. 

In the past, when a consumer bought an album by an artist, it allowed them to access the music contained in 

it for as long as they owned it. Now, the same mechanism can be employed by selling access via streaming 

to the owner of that song’s NFT. Hence, the artist is now their own label and store. 

OME will serve as the secure and decentralized repository for an artist’s music, the means to access the 

music (via streaming), and the platform on which the artist can set up a marketplace.

When the money exchanged stays between the artist and the fan, 
the value of the market is where it should be… with the music.  

This is the Open Music Exchange, or OME.

3.0-3.3
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3.2 Platform Functions

OME will be comprised of three main parts:

1. A fully functional, high-quality music streaming/artist marketing platform.

 This includes a customizable profile and marketplace for artists to distribute, sell, and monitor their  

 content. Additional features such as tour calendars, video/live stream embedding, vlog/blog uploads,  

 online merch shop, and more will be built in. The platform will continue refining the artist experience via  

 community voting and feedback. 

2. A token launchpad and NFT Marketplace.

 Here artists sell access to their music via NFTs minted on the platform. This includes endowing the token  

 with special qualities, content, or access. Rare, limited, one-of-a-kind collectible versions can be created  

 alongside large-scale releases in the millions. Once minted and sold, these NFTs can further be traded by  

 fans on the exchange portion of the app. 

3. The Exchange.

 Where song and artist tokens can be bought, sold, and traded. The secondary markets of music NFTs  

 (much like the used record industry in the past) will grow organically as a fan’s catalog evolves over time.  

 The smart contracts NFTs enable the artist to define a percentage of any residual sales to be paid back  

 to themselves ensuring they continue to earn royalties indefinitely as the ‘used’ NFT market grows.

3.2
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3.3

3.3 Revenue Streams

Revenue on OME is generated via a two tier pricing model built around 

fees and subscriptions.

Fees:

 Plan One -    Plan One: 8% initial NFT sales price (Free Version)

 Plan Two -    4% initial NFT sales price (with $10/month sub)

Secondary Market: 1% of residual NFT sales price

BACK TO CONTENTS
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4.0 The OME Token: Play-to-Earn

The OME Token will serve as a mechanism to reward the community 
for its participation and stewardship of the OME platform.

Unique opportunities will exist by which holders of the token will be able to partake in exclusive offerings 

and sales. These will include things such as the ability to purchase NFTs granting special access to music 

and events, platform wide discounts and voting/governance options related to platform development.

4.1 Earning OME.

Milestones customized to artists participation and growth on the platform will enable artists to earn OME$ 

as their involvement and success on the platform grows. NFT minting and sales, profile engagement, 

streaming statistics, governance participation and contributions to the charity pools are examples of OME’s 

participate-to-earn model. These milestones and their associated rewards will be continuous and ever 

evolving as the platform grows. 

Users can receive OME$ for participating in promotional events created by artists and the OME platform 

itself. NFT purchasing and streaming activity along with effective identification of malicious or unauthorized 

content will all count towards token accrual.

As governance guidelines are developed, all users will be able to earn OME by participating and contributing 

to the health of the network and community.

4.0-4.4
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4.2 Use Cases and Utility.

Platform Asset Purchases.

The platform will regularly make available a wide variety of platform exclusive perks and rewards available to 

purchase solely using OME. These offerings will evolve to support the community as it develops and will be 

uniquely tailored to share the success of the platform with its users. 

The ability to create and promote these kinds of assets will extend to artists and listeners as the 

platform and community develops.

NFT Purchases. 

Artists can choose to be paid in OME for their products, at a rate they determine. 

Artist Promotion/Fan Appreciation.

Artists can set a percentage of earned OME to be given to the purchaser of a song NFT as a tip, a Thank 

You, a promotional tool, or all three. By doing this, the value created by the music is distributed within the 

artist’s community and can serve as a unique way to reward their supporters and share the wealth.

Artist-created opportunities are possible both on and off the platform, including live streams, special NFT 

token releases, exclusive content, merchandise, metaverse exposure, and even access to live performances 

and special meetups with the artist.  Ome can be used to purchase these offerings at a rate set by the artist.

4.2
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Staking.

Staking will not commence upon launch but will be integrated as the platform scales and at such a time that 

all regulatory and legal requirements have been clarified by the project.

Staking on OME is a way to earn rewards by locking up tokens into ‘pools’ for various amounts of time. 

Artist and NFT token holders have two options for staking OME on the platform. Various yields based on 

which pool and specific lockup terms will be paid out within OME.

Platform Staking Pool: Available to both artists and listeners. Funds can be converted 

to OME upon time of sale or anytime thereafter for the following terms:

 1. Flexible staking: 1% (withdraw anytime)

 2. 6 month staking lockup: 2.5%

 3. 9 month lockup: 3.5%

 4. 12 month lockup: 4%

 5. 24 month lockup: 6%

 (Yields are subject to change as the project scales.)

OMElab Foundation Charity Staking: Earnings sent to these pools will be paid out quarterly to causes the 

community chooses through various voting mechanisms. (See 5.0 The OMElab Foundation.) Stakers will 

be rewarded within OME based on individual contributions per quarter at a yield of 3% to 4% (subject to 

change). Staking to these pools initiates the deflationary mechanism in place for OME. (See Tokenomics.)

4.2
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Governance.

Includes platform and community governance, but also allows for input on how OMElab Foundation funds 

are spent.

OME balance, OMElab contributions and community participation will result in non-transferable NFTs 

to be awarded relative to these balances or actions. These tokens can be displayed on the user’s profile 

page tohighlight their contributions to the platform and will serve as a key to access restricted areas 

and functionality reserved for token holders. For example, access to select Discord channels and voting/

governance-specific pages.

Fees and Discounts.

OME can be used to pay for order fees on the exchange for a discount of 50% per order. 

0.5% reduced to 0.25%.

Fees associated with minting NFTs and crafting in-platform assets will be payable in OME.

Patronage.

Patrons looking to support an artist can fund an artist using OME. The artist can use these tokens to 

promote their music to fans and on all above platform functions. 

Fan/Artist Appreciation.

Tips and donations between artists and fans can be done within OME instantly.

4.2
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4.3 Tokenomics

Vesting and Distribution

4.4 Coin Stability.

OME may employ a deflationary buy-back burning mechanism and a token bonding curve to regulate growth 

and possible future price volatility. This will be calculated quarterly based on contributions to the OMElab 

Foundation charity pools and the total amount in circulation. 

Each quarter a sum of up to 3% of the total pool amount will be converted to the equivalent value within 

OME and bought back by the platform. These tokens will be removed from circulation and added back to the 

general fund or burned based on community input and platform discretion. 

Ecosystem/Community
Development 22%

154M (16 Months Daily Linear)

Teams 11.5%

(6 month cliff, 12 month daily linear)

 

Incentives 5%

35M (24 months
daily linear)

 

Marketing 11%

77M (3 month cliff,
12 month daily linear)

 

Play-to-Earn 40%

280M (5% Unlocked
at TGE, 36 months

daily linear)

Treasury 15%

105M 1 month cliff, 10 month daily linear 

Advisors 5%

73.5M (3 month cliff,
10 month daily linear)

 

700M
Total Minted

4.3-4.4
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5.0 The OMElab Foundation

Our Mission:

Built on the premise that music is an inexhaustible resource, the OMElab Foundation exists to help channel 

the unlimited earning potential of music into good works around the world. Imagine if the Beatles had 

designated that the royalties from one of their songs or albums were to be distributed to various charities 

for the life of that work. How much has the song “Let It Be” generated over the decades? How much will it 

continue to earn? The ability of a great work of music to earn revenue for decades or even centuries (in the 

case of Classical music) makes this a powerful tool for change in ways that are hard to quantify.

The ability of NFTs to be minted with attributes that determine to whom and how royalties are paid enables 

the dedicated distribution of funds that make OMElab’s mission possible. Upon the creation of a song or 

album NFT, artists can set a percentage of the sales/resales to be sent to the OMElab pool for as long as 

that NFT is in circulation. Over time, OMElab’s goal is to generate a steady stream of revenue to fund various 

charities and causes as well as projects and startups that align with OMElab’s mission. These recipients will 

be vetted by OMElab and voted upon by the community based on participation and contribution status.

5.0
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• OME brand and community launch

• Whitepaper and roadmap v1.0 delivered

• Doxxed founding team of OME

• Company Incorporation/Structure complete

• Tokenomics and token utility plan complete (1.0)

• Website launched 

Q1 2022

• OME Token Creation

• BETA front end platform launch

     -  Iterative product/platform releases monthly

• Marketing PR Campaign, Registration of Interest, and pre-sale whitelist

• Integration of OME token into the platform

• Play-to-Earn model roll out and integration

• Community governance and staking models presented

• Potential seed capital fundraising round by end of Q2 22 (TBC)

• Provisional Patent Filed

Q2 2022

• Launch NFT secondary market on OME platform

• OMELab Foundation program finalized and initiated

• API integration into third party music editing software

• BETA white label solution of OME

• Launch donation functionality for all NFT sales

Q3 2022

6.0 Roadmap

6.0
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7.0 The Team

The founding team of OME brings a wealth of relevant experience 
across emerging technology and cryptocurrency startups. 
Individually, each person has launched or consulted on multiple 
high-growth ventures and created a competitive advantage in tech 
organizations in highly competitive industries.

Clay Hawkins - Founder and CEO

Clay has been writing, recording, and performing music professionally for over 30 years. His experience has 

taken him around the world in multiple capacities as a performer, live/studio engineer, and record producer. 

Clay has worked with artists of varying stature across a wide range of genres as both the former owner of a 

full-service recording studio based in San Francisco, (Visionguild Music 2000-2009) and a founding music 

director of the Burning Man Arts Festival.

In addition to multiple recorded works of his own original music, Clay has created work for two feature 

documentaries and numerous commercial projects in various fields. His original works were the basis for Sara 

Shelton Mann’s modern dance performances, which played to a national audience across multiple cities.   

His passion for technology and its ability to enable creativity has paralleled his musical journey. He began 

exploring cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology in 2015 as a means to put the earning potential of 

music back into the hands of artists and their fans. 

7.0
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Wayne Miller - COO/Marketing

Wayne brings with him over a decade worth of experience in marketing and operational strategy, and 

a background in leading rapid growth and digital transformation for both startups and enterprise-level 

organizations.

He has executive-level experience leading marketing teams and complex product releases across multiple 

regions (in omnichannel and highly data-led environments), driving large-scale and global revenue 

transformations, and delivering market-leading innovations in the technology space. He’s worked in senior 

roles across telecommunications, e-commerce, digital agencies, and crypto.

Wayne has a passion for emerging technology, decentralization across all verticals of consumer technology, 

and all things crypto. He’s a music lover (who cannot wait to build his music NFT collection) and spends as 

much of his spare time as possible in the ocean. 

Stylianos Kampakis - Data Scientist/Advisor

Dr. Stylianos (Stelios) Kampakis is a data scientist with more than 10 years of experience. He has worked 

with decision-makers from companies of all sizes including startups and organizations such as the US 

Navy, Vodafone, and British Land. His work expands multiple sectors including fintech (fraud detection and 

valuation models), sports analytics, health-tech, general AI, medical statistics, predictive maintenance, and 

others. He has worked with many different types of technologies, from statistical models to deep learning to 

blockchain and he has 2 patents pending to his name.

He has also helped many people follow a career in data science and technology. He is a member of the 

Royal Statistical Society, an honorary research fellow at the UCL Centre for Blockchain Technologies, a data 

science advisor for London Business School, and CEO of The Tesseract Academy.

A natural polymath, with a PhD in Machine Learning and degrees in Artificial Intelligence, Statistics, 

Psychology, and Economics he loves using his broad skillset to solve difficult problems and help companies 

improve their efficiency.

7.0
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Jack Morgan -  Lead Developer

Jack spent his late teens and early 20s as an electronic music producer and DJ. He always felt that electronic 

music production was closer to “programming music” than being a traditional musician. Jack became 

obsessed with using a computer to manipulate the audio information that he would feed into it over and over 

again to create a final product that could be shared with the world.

His interest in computers led him into the world of programming and, eventually, blockchain technology, 

specifically NFTs. When Jack saw the potential to link music with programming via the use of NFTs it drew 

him in instantly.

Jack builds decentralized applications (DAPPs) and creates novel ways to monetize content by leveraging 

non-fungible tokens (NFTs). He’s been involved in the blockchain space for two years, and strives to stay at 

the cutting edge of this technology. Jack is excited to move into a self-governed model of music streaming, 

taking the power from large corporations and handing it back to musicians.

Brad Wilks - Art Director 

Brad is an experienced art director, keen problem-solver, supportive design mentor and avid people-watcher. 

He’s spent over 20 years bridging the gap between creative and design – helping clients figure out what they 

need, then delivering it in spades.

 

Brad has worked around the world, in both small and large agencies. His global experience spans across 

FinTech, health communications, consumer-retail, events, and the automotive industry. A self-confessed 

workaholic, Brad has racked up several career highlights. Like working with global media giant, Teads UK, 

to develop the Cannes Lions events in France. Or being a brand guardian for Toyota Motor Corporation 

Australia – creating the brand guidelines, and overseeing their application across more than 150 dealerships. 

 

Right now, Brad’s putting his broad skillset to work building the brand for Dacxi; an innovative Crypto Wealth 

platform. When he’s not busy bettering the world through design, you can usually find him in jeans and a 

t-shirt, listening to Tool, and waiting for the latest drop on mschf.xyz.

7.0
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8.0 Conclusion

OME is created by musicians for musicians. Blockchain technology, NFTs and the developing Web3 

ecosystems finally allow for a marketplace that gives artists exciting and creative new ways to monetize 

their music. Fans can join in the success of their favorite musicians and a community is built where 

everyone benefits.

The platform’s ability to let artists effectively be their own record label, distributor and store, while 

eliminating the traditional barriers and costs associated, is the heart of OME’s value and mission. 

The exponential value of music is realized in full when paired with the direct connection to fans as enabled 

by OME.

Employing a utility token further expands on these principles and brings the music industry into the new era 

of decentralized economies. Our team is committed to these principles and the values they embody. 

The OMElab’s commitment to creating a continuous source of funding for the good of our world ties us to 

the global community. 

Music heals us all. This is the new music economy. This is the Open Music Exchange.

Join us. 

8.0
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